Abstract
Introduction
Today, firms are faced with the problem of processing incoming mail documents: mail reception, envelope opening, document type recognition (form, invoice, letter,...), mail object identification (address change, complaint, termination, ...), dispatching towards the competent service and finally mail processing. Whereas part of the overall process can be fully automated (envelope opening with specific equipment, mail scanning for easy dispatching, printed form automatic reading), a large amount of handwritten documents cannot yet be automatically processed. Indeed, no system is currently able to read automatically a whole page of cursive handwriting without any a priori knowledge. This is due to the extreme complexity of the task when dealing with free layout documents, unconstrained cursive handwriting, and unknown textual content of the document. Nevertheless, it is now possible to consider restricted applications of handwritten text processing which may correspond to a real industrial need. The extraction of numerical data (file number, customer reference, phone number, zip code in an address, ...) in a handwritten document whose content is expected (incoming mail document) is one particular example of such a realistic problem.
A numerical field is defined as a sequence of digits which often provides information about the sender: for example, a phone number may be used to identify the customer, the ZIP code his location, the customer code correctly dispatch the document to the competent service, etc. This paper proposes a method for their automatic extraction without recognition.
Indeed, a whole page recognition would be a very difficult and large time consuming task. The proposed method is an interesting alternative to the use of a digit recognizer prior to syntactical post processing. The proposed method will thus serve as a syntactical filter prior to recognition. Two components are required for this extraction task. The first one is dedicated to the labeling of the connected components. Labels are defined as Digit or Irrelevant handwritten information for the task. The second component is the syntactical analyzer that finds the best label sequence of each line of text using the known syntax of the numerical field we want to detect.
Overview of the proposed system
All the goal of this study is to design a system dedicated to the extraction of numerical data, such as zip codes, phone numbers or customer codes, in unconstrained handwritten documents. Figure 1 gives two examples of incoming mail documents. One can see that the fields of interest we are looking for can occur anywhere in the document (heading, body of text,...) or they can even sometimes be absent.
A naive approach would require that a digit recognizer processes the whole document. As we want to detect and recognize numerical fields, the recognizer should be able to recognize correctly the digits, whereas all the other connected components (letters, words, ...) should be rejected. Due to the presence of connected digits, a segmentation driven recognition would be required. However, multiple studies, especially dedicated to numerical amount recognition, have shown the difficulty of such an approach [6] .
In order to avoid the full page recognition, we have rather turned towards an original approach that only label the connected components as "belonging to a numerical field" or not [10] . Once the component labeled, the syntactical structure of the expected numerical sequences is used to filter the fields of interest in the document. We can compare our method with the "lexicon directed" handwritten word recognition methods [8] . In these methods, the observation sequences are aligned on lexicon words, whereas in our method, the observation sequences are aligned on a particular syntax. Our method can thus be qualified as "syntax directed".
Our system is thus divided into the three following stages, once all the connected components have been extracted from the document: the first one is the extraction of lines of a text, based on a classical method [13] and therefore beyond the scope of this paper. The two remaining stages, i.e. component labeling and field extraction by syntactical analysis, are recalled in this section.
Connected component labeling:
We are interested here in assigning to each connected component its unknown label. From a syntactical point of view, a numerical field is namely composed of digits and separators (point or dash). It can also contain touching digits which must be identified. As we do not want to perform recognition yet, it seems to be very difficult to perform segmentation. Thus, touching digits are considered as a class in our discrimination problem. All the other connected components must be considered as reject. Taking into account the above observations, four classes of connected components have to be considered for labeling: Digit (class "D"); touching digits ("DD"); separators ("S") and reject ("R"). We insist on the fact that these four classes are very difficult to discriminate due to the intra-class variability of the classes "D", "DD" and especially "R". Field extraction by syntactical analysis: This last stage is crucial for the system as it will allow to verify that some sequences of connected components can be kept as candidates. Indeed, the numerical sequences we search for all respect one precise syntax (five digits for a French zip code, ten digits for a French phone number,...). The syntactical analyzer will therefore be used as a precise numerical field localizer able to keep the only syntactically correct sequences and reject the others. One can thus postulate that our numerical extraction method is "syntax directed". The localization of numerical fields within a text line is therefore achieved through the Viterbi algorithm [5] , a commonly used algorithm for sequence alignment. To apply this algorithm, it is necessary to define a hidden Markov model. In our case the alphabet is reduced (only four classes, i.e. digit, double digit, separator and reject) and the numerical fields we search for are constrained by a strong syntax (zip codes, phone numbers and customer codes). We have thus chosen to define one model for each syntax, i.e. for each type of numerical field to extract within a line. The other models are built in the same way.
A French zip code is constituted of five digits, each one corresponding to a given state: D0, D1, D2, D3, D4. As a line of text may contain, in addition to the zip code field, words that must be in our case rejected, it is necessary to introduce an additional rejection state, denoted by R. A transition matrix is then built to reflect the probabilities of transition of one state towards the others. For example, if one is in D0 state, the only possible transition for a zip code is D0 towards D1, all others being forbidden. While arguing in the same way on all states, we get the following syntax model (figure 2):
Figure 1: Incoming mail documents
Note also that to complete the model, we have moreover to define a matrix of initial and final states. This model is described in detail in [10] . A first application using a 9 contextual feature set and a K-NN classifier: To discriminate these four classes, a first approach described in [10] has been proposed, based on a set of contextual features, extracted from the bounding box of the connected components. This approach is based on the assumption that numerical sequences are made of components whose size, spacing and position are quite regular. We can observe this phenomenon on fig. 3 : the bounding boxes of the connected components which belong to numerical sequences are quite easy to localize provided we have an idea of the numerical sequence.
Let C be the connected component under investigation, C-1 and C+1 its left and right neighbors respectively; let Hc, Wc , Gcx and Gcy be respectively its height, width, the X and Y coordinate of its center of gravity. By taking into account height and width of C-1 and C+1 and related distances of C-1 and C+1 from C, the regularity/irregularity in height, width and spacing in the neighborhood of C can be measured through the following features:
Once this 9-feature vector extracted, likelihood of each of the four classes can then be estimated using a KNearest Neighbor classifier. Its likelihood feeds a syntactical analyzer which keeps the only syntactically correct sequences. Let us call KNN9 this first classification method. KNN9 limitations: A first limitation of the proposed method appears while processing a regular and script writing document. Indeed, our feature set is extracted on the bounding box of the connected component, because we have postulated that numerical fields have generally regular spacing and size. However, in the particular case of a regular and script handwritten document, this property is even true for the whole document (figure 4). According to this set of features based on the bounding box, it is impossible to distinguish numerical fields from text.
Let us now look at the KNN9 behavior. Table 1 shows the KNN9 confusion matrix. One can remark the strong confusions between reject and digit, separator and double digit classes. Moreover, the double digits are dramatically confused with Reject. We can explain this confusion by a simple example: let us consider a double and a simple digit which both belong to a numerical field, owning approximatively the same bounding box ( fig. 5 : "06" and "1"); in this particular case and according to our contextual features, there is no way to discriminate a simple digit from a double one without segmentation.
All this converges to show that the 9-feature set based on the bounding box is not sufficient enough to correctly discriminate the four classes involved.
Improvements on the connected component labeling
This section deals with improvements concerning the connected component labeling. First, two feature sets are extracted from the connected component, in addition to the contextual features. Then, connected component labeling is performed using a parallel combination of multilayer perceptron classifiers.
Feature set extraction based on intrinsic properties
It has been shown in the previous section that a feature set extracted from the bounding box could not achieve a good discrimination, especially in case of regular and script writing. Thus, we propose to extract a feature set that describe the intrinsic properties of the connected components to avoid this phenomenon.
Among the large number of feature extraction methods available in the literature [19] , a commonly and successfully used feature set is the chaincode feature set extracted from the contours of the connected component [9] . In addition to this feature set, we have also decided to use the statistical/structural feature set developed in our previous work [7] . This feature set is made of 117 features from 6 families and has been shown to achieve an efficient and robust discrimination of handwritten characters such as digits, uppercase letters or even graphemes [7] .
We now have at our disposal three feature sets to describe our connected components. A multilayer perceptron is then used to classify the connected components through each of these three feature sets.
Design of a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
MLP [1] is a statistical neural classifier widely used in handwritten character recognition [12] . As the MLP does not require large time consuming during the decision stage, this allows us to have a quite large number of features to describe the connected components. An other advantage is that the outputs of a MLP are estimates of Bayesian a posteriori probabilities [18] . This is an interesting property to feed the syntactical analyzer and to process sequences using the Viterbi algorithm.
We have thus designed one MLP classifier for each of the feature sets available. Let "MLP9" be the MLP trained on the 9 contextual/morphological feature set; "MLP128" the MLP trained on the chaincode feature set and "MLP117" the MLP trained on the 117 statistical/structural feature set. They are all designed on the same scheme:
An input layer containing as many neurons as number of features : 9, resp. 128 and 117 neurons.
One unique hidden layer, made of 20 (resp. 200 and 200) neurons. An output layer, containing as many neurons as classes in our discrimination task, i.e. 4 for all three feature sets. The activation function of each neuron is a sigmoid. These multi-layer feed-forward neural networks are trained with the iterative back-propagation algorithm. Our MLPs have been trained on 13000 connected components from which the three feature sets have been extracted. This training set contains 7008 rejects, 4968 digits, 522 separators and 334 double digits. The test set is made up of 6000 connected components: 3609 "R", 2559 "D", 268 "S", 171 "DD". The confusion matrices of MLP9, MLP128 and MLP117 on the test set are respectively presented in tables 2, 3 and 4. Table 4 : TOP 1 confusion matrix for MLP117 As we can see from tables 2, 3 and 4, each classifier has its own behavior. We can mention the high capacity of the MLP9 to detect the separators, whereas the MLP128 has the lowest confusion rate on Digit, as the MLP117 on the reject and double digit. These classifiers seem to be complementary to discriminate the four classes, and thus we aim at combining their output to give the best connected component labeling.
Once the three MLP trained, we try to choose the best combination of classifiers to discriminate the 4 classes.
Combination of classifiers
We now dispose of three MLP classifiers to discriminate the four classes Digit-Separator-Double Digit-Reject. As we can see in the previous section, none of the three classifiers can be considered as the best and only solution, but they are all of interest. It has been shown in previous studies [4, 21] that a combination of There are many way to combine classifiers, depending on the amount of information to combine [20] : abstractlevel combination methods use the top candidate of each classifier ; Ranked-level combination methods use the entire ranked list of candidates and Measurement-level combination methods use the confidence value of each candidate in the ranked list. This last combination method also provides a confidence value, which is the information we need for processing sequences using the Viterbi algorithm. Thus, the outputs of our three MLPs are combined with a measurement method.
Different combination rules can be used to provide the final output [20] : maximum, minimum, median, product, linear combination are the most commonly used. Product (Prod) and mean (Mean) have been used in our tests. Combinations of these three classifiers have been benchmarked, we present in the next section the results on numerical fields detection on handwritten unconstrained documents.
Experimental results
To determine which is the best combination for our specific problem, all the combinations have been benchmarked. Thus, we compare the results of the initial KNN9 with: 3 simple classifiers MLP9, MLP117, MLP128, 3 combinations of two classifiers and one combination of three classifiers for the two combination rules. We must not forget that the aim of our system is to restrict the analyze of the whole document to a few fields likely to be numerical fields respecting a particular syntax. The most important criterion to evaluate such a method is therefore its capacity to detect all the fields of interest. A field is considered to be well detected if and only if no connected component in the labeled field is rejected and all the connected components in the detected field are included in the labeled field. Thus, we define the detection rate, calculated as follows: nboffields ds tectedfiel nbofwellde = ate DetectionR Table 5 shows the detection rates (TOP1/ TOP2 / TOP5) on a test set of 293 images from incoming mail documents, containing 324 Zip codes, 289 phone numbers and 153 customer codes. A first observation is that the MLP128 and MLP117 provide much better detection results than KNN9 and MLP9. This observation confirms that we need intrinsic features to discriminate the four classes. We also remark that MLP9 provides poor results in comparison to KNN9. This is due to the fact that MLP is a parametric classifier, which modelizes the frontiers between classes. However, the reject class has complex frontiers as it can be considered as the negation of all the other classes. As we can see on these results, the combination of two or three classifiers generally provides better detection results than a simple classifier; which justify those combinations.
Concerning the combination rules, one can remark significant differences between product and mean. In our problem, product seems to be better than arithmetic mean, except for the combination of MLP117 and MLP128 classifiers. Finally, the best detection results are obtained with the MLP117 and MLP128, combined with the arithmetic mean, providing increases of respectively 21, 9 and 12 points in TOP1 compared with the original method KNN9. This combination is thus adopted.
Let us recall that our method aims at localizing -but not recognizing -the fields of interest in the document, in order to feed a recognizer. Thus, the goal is to reject the major part of the document, in order to process the recognition only on a few fields. According to the fact that our method is not able to detect all the fields of interest and only them, we prefer to localize too much fields with some false alarm. It means that some fields can be localized in the document whereas they are not numerical fields. The number of false alarm must be as low as possible. Thus, we define the false alarm rate, Tab 5: detection rate for ZIP codes, phone numbers and customer code calculed as follows:
The false alarm rate gives us an indication about the ability to reject a major part of the document: for example, a 93% false alarm rate means that 7% of the fields detected by the method are real fields in the documents, whereas 93% are not fields of interest. The false alarm rates are presented on tab. 6. One can see that the false alarm rate has been slightly decreased by the use of combination of classifiers. An important precision is that some fields can be found in others : while processing the detection of zip codes (5 digits), it is obvious that some can be found in a phone number (10 digits, with eventually presence of separators) or in a customer code (8 digits with an optional separator between the first and the second digit).
Conclusion and future works
We have presented in this paper a new classification method to improve the approach presented in [10] for extracting numerical fields from handwritten incoming mail documents. Different families of feature sets are extracted: a contextual/morphological feature set, a chaincode feature set and a statistical/structural feature set. A multilayer perceptron is trained over each feature set, and a measurement-level combination of classifiers is achieved. The results on handwritten incoming mail documents show that the combination of these MLPs permits to benefit from the complementary of each feature set.
Our future works will focus on taking into account the triple digits. Indeed, some fields are not detected because they contain three touching digits. It must be taken into account in the fields syntax, but above all, we will have to correctly discriminate them. For that, a new feature set based on the water reservoir [17] could help us in this task. An other difficult problem is to detect the fields that on two lines: the syntactical model is not able to detect such numerical fields yet.
